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Executive Summary
Although most Americans are living better
than ever, many now see “urban sprawl” as the
source of most of society’s problems and “smart
growth” as the logical antidote to those problems. That belief has spawned a host of local and
state initiatives and been popularized nationally
by Vice President Al Gore, who proposes to make
urban sprawl a federal issue.
The assertions by the critics of urban sprawl
do not stand up to scrutiny. Widely available
data undermine most of their claims. The
charge that urban sprawl fosters inequality,
unemployment, and economic blight is disproven by the fact that lack of human capital,
not workplace inaccessibility, is the main cause
of poverty. Moreover, smart-growth plans exacerbate the problem of workplace inaccessibility
by increasing housing costs for the poor, mak-

ing it difficult for them to locate near areas
that are growing economically.
The argument that urban sprawl gives rise to
excessively costly infrastructure, excessive transportation costs, and environmental damage is wrong. The
facts point directly to the opposite conclusion.
Finally, the belief that urban sprawl leads to
social pathologies is without foundation. No
one knows the recipe for good or bad community formations or the best spatial mix of housing that would accommodate myriad personal
preferences.
The American migration to the suburbs and
exurbs can, in part, be seen as attempts by homeowners to move out of harm’s way and protect
their property rights. The controls proposed by
sprawl’s critics would add to the “push” forces,
resulting ironically in more sprawl rather than less.
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Advocates of
smart growth
offer little analysis or discussion
of the costs, the
implied tradeoffs,
the consistency of
the vision, or even
the consumer’s
desire for “New
Urbanist”
communities.

decline, increasing housing costs, long commutes, environmental problems (especially
global warming), species extinction, loss of
There is much to celebrate at the begin- farmland, a sense of isolation, elevated blood
ning of the millennium. The dignity of the pressure, muscle tension, intolerance, psyindividual is increasingly recognized around chological disorientation, and even murder
the world, as evidenced by the spread of liber- and mayhem. Some have blamed the
al democracy and free markets. There is more Littleton shootings on the “anomie and
liberty and prosperity than ever. In the last 20 ennui that’s being produced in these enviyears, child mortality rates in some of the ronments.”4
world’s poorest places have been halved,1
What exactly is urban sprawl? Although its
and, “even with conservative assumptions critics usually leave the term undefined or
about future growth, someone born in 1995 simply equate it with “unplanned” growth, we
can expect to enjoy four times the lifetime use the phrase as a shorthand term for most
income of someone born in 1970. The record current suburban and exurban development.
of the last century demonstrates two points: Although it is not always clear what smartAggregate economic growth benefits most of growth plans really are, most discussions sugthe people most of the time; and it is usually gest mixed-use and more compact (including
associated with progress in other social “infill”) land development with plenty of
mass transit, walkways, and bikeways.5
dimensions of development.”2
Moreover, we are beginning to underMany advocates of smart growth are archistand how this all came to be. Free men and tects and urban designers who perceive “a
women in control of their property are most growing sense that the suburban paradigm,
likely to be inventive and prosperous, and which has dominated since the 1940s and
prosperous people are most likely to prefer 1950s, cannot sustain another generation of
institutions that allow them to be free and in growth.”6 Peter Calthorpe, a prominent procontrol of their property. To be sure, there are ponent of smart growth, is fairly specific
always people who wish to realize economic when he suggests a “New Urbanism,” a phigains by taking the property of others or by losophy in which “there should be defined
rigging the regulatory game unfairly in their edges (i.e., Urban Growth Boundaries), the cirfavor.3 Yet the increasing mobility of labor culation system should function for the
and capital forces governments to compete pedestrian (i.e., supported by regional transit
and behave in a manner conducive to free systems), public space should be formative
markets and liberty. Deviations from the “vir- rather than residual (i.e., preservation of
tuous cycle” should become less frequent and major open-space networks), civic and private
domains should form a complementary hierless severe.
Nevertheless, many people still dwell on archy (i.e., related cultural centers, commerthe inevitable shortcomings of society, cial districts and residential neighborhoods)
proposing “market-failure” explanations for and population and use should be diverse (i.e.,
what they find unattractive and constructing created by adequate affordable housing and a
arguments for new state interventions to jobs/housing balance).”7
remedy perceived social imperfections. The
Unfortunately, advocates of smart growth
possibility that previous state interventions offer little analysis or discussion of the costs,
might be the source of the perceived problem the implied tradeoffs, the consistency of the
is seldom considered.
vision, or even the consumer’s desire for such
“Urban sprawl” is a perfect example of communities. There is certainly no anxiety
that phenomenon. Urban sprawl is now over the loss of property rights—or over their
linked to all sorts of ills, including increasing politicization.8 The New Urbanist fallback
income inequality, job insecurity, central-city position that “building walkable neighbor-
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hoods may not get people out of their cars and
building front porches and neighborhood
parks may not create more integrated convivial communities, . . . [but] people should be
given a choice”9 ignores the fact that developers already offer a wide range of community
and housing choices. Developers decide what
sorts of communities to provide and what
houses to build by investigating consumer
preferences, which reflect opportunity costs
and consumers’ willingness to pay. Markets do
a better job of discovering consumer preferences and providing desired goods and services than does smart-growth planning.
There is also no acknowledgment that
many similar experiments in social planning
have been tried before, with less than satisfactory outcomes. Consider, for instance,
how similar modern smart-growth theory is
to the 1952 General Plan for Stockholm,
which “proposed establishing new suburban
districts, each for 10,000 to 15,000 inhabitants, strung like beads along the lines of a
new subway system. Within them, apartment
blocks were to be built within 500 yards of
subway stops; single-family houses, constituting no more than 10–15 percent of housing units in each district, were to be built
within 1000 yards of the stops but no further.
. . . The city’s policy was that each station on
the subway should generate enough traffic to
make it self-supporting.”1 0
Stockholm’s General Plan, however, did
not work out as planned. Surveys in the late
1970s found that 90 percent of Stockholm’s
residents preferred single-family homes.1 1
Not surprisingly, a more recent Swedish
planned development is described as follows:
“A vast linear Edge City of business parks and
hotels and out-of-town shopping centres,
stretching along the E4 highway, for twelve
miles and more towards the Arlanda Airport.
It is almost indistinguishable from its counterparts in California and Texas.”12
It is the purpose of this paper to critically
examine the long list of claims advanced by
proponents of smart growth, especially their
central idea that most of the problems that
they see in modern society stem from subur-

ban development. We will examine those
claims within the context of (1) the argument
that present community-growth patterns
foster inequality, unemployment, and suboptimal economic development; (2) the claim
that “sprawl” is responsible for excessively
costly municipal infrastructures, inefficient
transportation patterns, and unnecessary
environmental damage; and (3) the argument that uncontrolled growth is leading to
alienation, assorted personal pathologies,
and communal breakdown. We find that
widely available data undermine each of the
three critiques and that the case for smart
growth is thus substantially weakened.

Inequality, Unemployment,
and Economic Development
Concerns about increasing income
inequality run up against several problems:
(1) it is not clear that inequality is “bad,”
although widespread poverty surely is;13 (2) it
is not the case that inequality among races or
between the sexes has been increasing1 4—
studies on wage, income, and expenditure
inequality all tell a different story; (3) income
mobility is what counts for most people and
is probably increasing;1 5 and (4) it is far from
clear that income inequality has any direct
relationship with urban structure or settlement patterns. In this section, we focus on
the last of these problems.
Migration and Technological Evolution
The suburbanization of population and
employment is not a new phenomenon. For
many years, most societies have been urbanizing and their cities have been expanding
outward. Geographers have linked city extension to the dominant transportation technology of the time, calling attention to the
“Walking-Horsecar Era” (1800–1890), the
“Electric Streetcar Era” (1890–1920), the
“Recreational Automobile Era” (1920–45),
and the “Freeway Era” (since 1945).16 The
current era of extraordinarily cheap communications continues (and perhaps accelerates)
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Markets do a better job of discovering consumer
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providing desired
goods and services than does
smart-growth
planning.

a long-standing trend. That is why, to keep
up with suburbanization, official urban
boundaries are regularly adjusted outward.
Yet, in the United States, change now outpaces the mapmakers, and substantial
employment growth in recent years has gone
beyond the officially recognized boundaries
of metropolitan areas. 17 For example, the
Bureau of the Census reported that, in
1995–96, a quarter-million more people left
metropolitan areas in the United States than
moved into them.1 8
Whereas many firms, especially manufacturers, were once attracted to sites close to
raw materials or to major crossroads or harbors, a variety of technological advances
makes it possible for ever more firms to be
“footloose” locators. The dramatic rise of
information technology simply accelerates
an ongoing decentralization process.
Footloose firms are most likely to follow the
labor force into the suburbs and exurbs.
Most households seem to prefer suburban
environments where single-family homes
dominate the housing stock.

Involuntary
unemployment
and poor job
prospects more
often result from
a lack of human
capital than from
the inaccessibility
of workplaces.

workplaces is occurring across the board in
all major industrial and service sectors. There
is no evidence that the best or most desirable
jobs are disproportionately fleeing from traditional urban centers.1 9
Because of the lack of empirical evidence
that a “spatial mismatch” is the cause of
inner-city unemployment, proponents of the
argument rely on much more general evidence of “social isolation and social access,”
which moves the discussion well beyond the
conventional focus on urban space and commuting costs.2 0 The findings for four New
Jersey metropolitan service areas (MSAs),
however, add perspective to the spatial mismatch discussion: most of the employmentrate differential between white and minority
youth was explained by differences in human
capital, much less by differences in “exposure” or differences in geographic access to
jobs.21
If workplace inaccessibility were a major
contributor to poverty, we would expect to
find that regions where jobs are relatively
more accessible would have less poverty than
would those regions where jobs are relatively
less accessible. Yet workplace inaccessibility is
probably less of a problem in New York City
than in any other place in the nation. Transit
use per capita is seven times the national
average (37 percent of all 1997 transit boardings in the United States were in the New
York metropolitan area). Such data suggest
that, even for the poor without automobiles,
getting to and from work in New York is less
of a burden than it is elsewhere. Yet, in 1997,
among the 10 largest American cities, New
York City had, with the exception of Detroit
in July, the highest monthly central-city
unemployment.2 2
A major problem that flows from smartgrowth plans and the manipulation of the
supply of buildable sites is the inevitable rise
of housing costs, which contributes to the
widely lamented housing “affordability”
problem. Twenty years ago, economists
warned that “environmental and growth
controls have laid heavy cost burdens on
California homebuyers.”23 Today, Portland’s

Smart Growth’s Prescription for Poverty
It has been widely asserted that those
trends have left large numbers of the poor
“isolated” from many jobs and, therefore,
more likely to be unemployed. As a result, for
critics of urban sprawl, inner-city unemployment has a spatial explanation as well as a
spatial-policy antidote: “balance” jobs with
housing in various zones of the region via
“managed” growth. Furthermore, some proponents of smart growth want to draw
employment back to the central city, while
others want to bring work to “job-poor”
parts of the suburbs to create opportunities
for shorter commutes.
Even if we overlook the huge scale of spatially matching jobs with housing, the
premise that it is an antidote to unemployment is false. Involuntary unemployment
and poor job prospects more often result
from a lack of human capital (including
social networks) than from the inaccessibility
of workplaces. Moreover, decentralization of
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growth boundary is credited with a 400 percent increase in the price of land and an 80
percent increase in the price of housing, making that area among the least affordable in
the United States.2 4 Landowners inside the
growth boundary were spectacularly rewarded by windfall gains, while renters and firsttime homebuyers, generally among the less
well off, were hurt. Similarly, there were relocations into areas beyond the no-build zone,
which created even longer commutes for
those who continued to work inside the
boundary as well as significant new infrastructure costs.

and 1997, the typical new home increased substantially in size, and the list of standard
amenities became longer.27 Moreover, homeownership in the United States has reached an
all-time high. The placement, pricing, and
configuration of upward of more than 1 million new units that annually clear the market
could be accomplished only by a competitive
industry that is keenly attentive to the wishes
of consumers. There are even several, often
expensive, developments already on the
ground that feature various New Urbanist features. Arguments that developers are insensitive to consumer preferences strain credulity.

Housing-Market Failures?
The power of markets to promote the efficient use of resources is a key part of the
explanation for the vastly enhanced material
condition of humanity. Yet urban land and
housing markets are presumed to fail by
many observers. Proponents of smart growth
see waste and inefficiency in the ways that
cities are developing. But is that really so? Are
there significant market failures? Or is it really that the critics of the suburbs are unhappy
with people’s tastes, which are revealed in the
residential communities that they demand
and get?
“Perfect” markets exist only on paper; it is
easy to find real-world departures from some
idealized model. Yet the competitive nature
of the U.S. construction industry is apparent.
There were 114,000 general contractors
engaged in residential construction in the
United States in 1992.2 5 Moreover, Dun &
Bradstreet data reveal that construction
industry business starts regularly occur at
higher rates than for industry overall, suggesting above-average ease of entry.
Numerous surveys show consistency between
people’s overwhelming stated preferences for
low-density living and their revealed preferences in the housing market.2 6
The new houses entering the market are,
on average, bigger and better than ever. The
preference for larger houses is most likely to be
met in outlying locations where combined
land and access costs are lower. Between 1970

The Subsidy Excuse
Critics of sprawl point to a wide array of
factors that could explain why we see
Americans choosing to live in “sprawling”
areas: favorable federal tax treatment of
mortgage interest and property taxes, zoning
codes that favor low densities, comparatively
low gasoline taxes, highways built “at the
expense of transit,” large-lot residential zoning, local tax inducements to industrial locators, and many others.2 8 There are two problems with those explanations.
The first problem is that the effects of such
factors are often exaggerated. Urban economists have found that the alleged subsidies—
to the extent that they exist—are minor and
have little effect at the margin.2 9 The second
problem is that critics of sprawl overlook the
many policies that favor central cities, such as
downtown renewal, subsidized stadia placed
in central cities, and heavily subsidized downtown-focused rail transit systems. Perhaps the
truth is that not all government interventions
that influence land development have had a
suburban bias, as a General Accounting Office
report concluded.30
Also, it is becoming increasingly evident
that widespread automobile ownership and
suburban land-use patterns are evolving in
Western Europe and Canada, where policies
(most of them strongly favoring compact
development) are very different.31 Per capita
automobile ownership has been increasing in
countries that are members of the
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Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development at more than twice the
U.S. rate for the past 20 years and will converge with U.S. rates by 2015.3 2 Despite policies designed to curb suburbanization and
automobile ownership, people in those countries seem to be continuing both trends.
Some opponents of sprawl see the decentralization of American cities as “path dependent: technological innovations helped chart
an early course that has determined, and
been amplified by, subsequent events.”33 The
trouble with that view of technology is that it
leaves no room for people’s preferences to be
the impetus for technological change. The
view that technological change is an exogenous juggernaut has been forcefully challenged. 34 Furthermore, the much-decried
interstate highway program, begun in 1956,
is not strong evidence for the path-dependency argument. Although the interstate
program was certainly too large a program to
have had no effect on migration to the suburbs, there was significant suburbanization
before 1956 and there is much of it in countries without infrastructure programs on the
scale of the interstate highway program. The
relative sparseness of highway networks in
other countries doesn’t so much keep people
downtown as it leads to high levels of traffic
congestion, especially in cities or along major
interurban corridors.

levels and traffic conditions that would
appall Americans.
People are attracted to the suburbs for reasons that go beyond housing quality and
affordability. Suburban lifestyles offer job,
shopping, and social arrangements that seem
to work well for many people. Net migrations
out of the higher-density 19th-century central
cities continue unabated. Critics who assert
that “sprawl systematically deprives inner-city
residents of opportunities and adequate services”3 6 have their cause and effect backward.
In any migration, there are push and pull
forces. People are making moves that are in
their best interests; they are leaving less suitable and less attractive surroundings.
Critics of sprawl talk of central cities “losing” jobs, people, and capital. Such arguments
imply that we should be more concerned about
the economic prosperity of certain places than
the economic prosperity of actual people. That
line of argument is similar to one adopted by
trade protectionists, who are perennially more
concerned about the loss of jobs than the highest and best use of human capital. In the fastpaced modern economy, the key to prosperity
lies in flexible markets where participants are
able to exploit new opportunities quickly.
Augmenting the role of regulators, especially
growth controllers, is more costly than ever. A
recent incident in Portland evokes comparisons
with European-style anti-job policies: a stipulated $1,000 per employee annual exaction is to be
levied by a suburban Portland county on Intel if
the company hires beyond a negotiated
employment ceiling.37

The Missing Human Equation
The futility of the attempt to pack people
into tightly urbanized areas, discourage car
ownership, and heavily subsidize mass transit can be seen in the miserable traffic and
commuting conditions in such places as
Seoul, Athens, Rome, Tokyo, Jakarta, and
Paris. More newly affluent people are choosing personal transportation despite widely
available transit and despite the absence of
freeways and American-style highway networks. Studies find that, as income rises,
automobile use rises even faster, regardless of
the presence of mass transit.3 5 Those people
also have fewer suburb-to-suburb commuting opportunities. The result is congestion

Infrastructure,
Transportation, and
Environment
Older and more compact urban forms are
costly in many ways: building vertically, enduring crowded roads and facilities, and living in
small spaces all incur extra costs. Bearing
those costs may have made sense in the past,
when Americans were less mobile than they
are today. It is the newer and flatter suburbs
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that benefit from newer infrastructure, which
is less costly to install and maintain.3 8
The Real Estate Research Corporation’s
1974 Costs of Sprawl report used questionable
simulations to make the case for infrastructure savings associated with high residential
densities.39 Although the methodology used
renders the findings highly dubious,40 the
conclusions have been widely cited.
Moreover, recent studies that attempt to
rehabilitate the approach are not very convincing.4 1 Data show that (1) high-density
urban areas have the higher infrastructure
costs, and (2) the lowest per capita infrastructure costs are in areas with 250–1,250
people per square mile.4 2 Not surprisingly, all
of the 10 fastest-growing cities between 1990
and 19964 3 and all of the five fastest-growing
one-million-plus cities between 1990 and
19984 4 have population densities in that
range.
Finally, simple cost comparisons are necessarily incomplete: mere cost minimization
is not optimal. The benefits of suburban
lifestyles, clearly difficult to quantify, have
been widely ignored.

cent traveled longer than 60 minutes. The
longer trips included a disproportionately larger number of public-transit riders. Trip-time
changes since 1980 have been minor in spite of
significant population growth and much
faster growth in vehicle-miles traveled (VMT).46
The Nationwide Personal Transportation
Survey data highlight good news over an
even longer time span: average commuting
times fell from 22.0 minutes in 1969 to 20.7
minutes in 1995.4 7 Yet in the 65 largest U.S.
urbanized areas, VMT grew much faster than
roads (measured in lane-miles), resulting in a
substantial increase in average traffic densities;4 8 nationwide, in the last 10 years, urban
VMT grew at almost 2.5 times the rate of
urban lane-miles.49 The combination of more
people in more automobiles traveling more
miles at faster speeds without concomitant
highway-capacity growth is an amazing
example of beneficial market adjustments. It
also exposes the erroneous interpretations
routinely attached to “congestion indices,”
that is, comparisons of available metropolitan lane-miles with recorded area VMT.
Urban economic theory to the contrary,
most households do not choose locations by
simply calculating the commuting time to
work. Instead, most households consider
tradeoffs among a wide variety of possible
destinations and other locational considerations. Most notably, families with children
rank access to good schools and other family
services at the top. Some urban economists
have mistakenly concluded that those households indulge in “excess commuting.”
Furthermore, in the absence of proper
pricing, congestion is inevitable. Congestion
is the default system for rationing roadway
capacity. The real news is just how little highway congestion there is. The suburbanization
of jobs is the explanation for the relatively
low highway congestion; it is the solution,
not the problem.
Most people enjoy the personal mobility
provided by the auto-highway system and the
suburban lifestyles that it makes possible.
Nevertheless, they bemoan its shortcomings,
such as the inevitable pockets of congestion,

Commuting: Fact and Fiction
In spite of unpriced access, average highway
speeds keep rising as more commuting occurs
on less congested suburb-to-suburb roads. In a
recent letter to the editor, Barry W. Starke, president of the American Society of Landscape
Architects, wrote that “sprawl is the kind of
unchecked and unplanned growth that creates
appalling lifestyles marked by two-hour commutes between decaying cities and trafficchoked suburbs.”4 5 The writer fails to reveal
how few two-hour commutes there are.
According to Bureau of the Census data, the
average (one-way) commuting time in 1990
was 22.4 minutes (all modes). Suburb-to-suburb commutes (within the same metro areas)
were even shorter, averaging 20.8 minutes.
Suburb-to-suburb commuting accounted for
44 percent of all metropolitan commuting in
1990 and is the fastest-growing type of flow. In
1990 only 12.5 percent of commuters traveled
more than 45 minutes and fewer than 6 per-
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while resisting the logical antidote: peak-load
pricing. Free access continues to be regarded
as an entitlement. However, the problems of
congestion can be avoided by restraining consumption by requiring the payment of the
full opportunity cost.

be even less cost-effective. The 10 U.S. cities
that added light rail in the years 1980–95
experienced a collective systemwide ridership
loss of 2 percent. Even the few systems that
show modest gains are not close to being
cost-effective.5 5 Because transit is still promoted as a way to save energy, clean the air,
Mass Wishing about Mass Transit
decongest the roads, and promote new landA favorite response to the dilemma of con- use patterns, it bears repeating that none of
gestion is to advocate high-capacity transit those things can possibly occur when ridersystems in the hope that everyone else will ship gains are small or negative.
use them. A recent San Francisco Bay Area
Although the failure of rail transit has by
Council opinion survey showed that 40 per- now been widely documented,56 expensive
cent of respondents ranked transportation as proposals for new rail projects are put forth
“the most important problem facing the Bay regularly, usually sold as a way to “get people
Area today” (education was a distant second out of their cars.” Even the transit industry’s
at 14 percent). The same poll found that to trade magazine recently noted: “At first
“expand public transit” was the first choice glance, the largesse of the Transportation
(82 percent agreed) among “effective ways to Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21)
improve quality of life.”5 0 It is revealing to seems to have turned the U.S. rail projects
compare the attitudes expressed in public pipeline into a gusher. Indeed, the law enactopinion surveys with the preferences revealed ed last summer, the nation’s largest public
transport bill in history, authorized funding
in actual transportation patterns.
Many politicians, planners, and advocates for more than 200 specifically identified projof smart growth continue to stress the impor- ects over the six-year life of the law.”5 7 At the
tance of expanding public transit, especially height of the Cold War, there was supposedly
expensive rail transit. Yet conventional public at least one military base in every congrestransit continues to be a declining industry. sional district; as a parallel, there may soon be
Since the mid-1960s, more than $360 billion a light-rail transit system in each U.S. metroof public subsidies has resulted in transit use politan area.
per capita falling to a historic low. Only 1.8
Responding to the poor record of recently
percent of all person-trips (2.1 percent of all installed rail transit facilities, advocates of
person-miles) are via public transit; that is sub- rail projects now promote “transit-oriented
stantially less than trips on foot (5.4 percent of development” (TOD), a key element of smart
person-trips) but slightly greater than trips by growth, as a way to create development denschool bus (1.7 percent of person-trips).51 sities around train stations in order to ensure
Transit work-trips make up 3.5 percent of adequate patronage. In support of that idea,
both person-trips and person-miles.5 2 Yet, some studies have found slightly higher tranbetween 1977 and 1995, public transit sit use by people living in densely developed
received more than 15 percent of all public areas near stations.58 From this it is inferred
money spent on transportation.53
that forcing high-density development will
Vast sums have been spent on the wrong generate greater transit use. Yet the obvious
transportation projects (usually rail) admin- logical fallacy is ignored: even if there are
istered by politicized (and often unionized) some people willing to trade low density for
monopolies. The disappointing results from transit access, it does not follow that others,
several new heavy-rail projects (Los Angeles’s somehow compelled to live at higher densi$5 billion 16-mile subway project, among ties, will choose the same tradeoff.5 9 A wideothers) have led rail boosters to emphasize spread and powerful preference for personal
light rail.5 4 Yet the light-rail systems tend to mobility cannot be so easily dismissed.
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“Although empirical evidence on the relationship between residential density and various aspects of travel behavior has been widely reported,” observes economist Don
Pickrell of the U.S. Department of
Transportation, “surprisingly little of it withstands scrutiny. . . . None of these results
explicitly recognizes the critical influence of
differences in income, household size, gasoline prices, and automobile taxation.”6 0 The
consensus of economists who have studied
the issue, reports Pickrell, is that “relationships between land use characteristics—such
as residential and employment density, mixing of different uses, and the relative distribution of employment and population—and
measures of urban travel demand are generally empirically weak and often statistically
unreliable.”61
While there are negligible differences in
automobile trips per capita in TOD areas
compared with those in non-TOD areas,
there are many more people in the TOD
areas. The higher density of people in those
locations causes traffic conditions to worsen.
After controlling for income and other
household variables, studies find that a doubling of densities would decrease VMT per
household by 10 percent—but with twice as
many households, there would be many
more trips.62 Other cross-sectional studies
corroborate the observation that high development densities are associated with high
congestion.63 That helps explain why higherdensity areas generally have the worst air pollution.6 4 Finally, the steepest losses in transit
ridership in recent years have been in transit’s
strongest markets, the 10 U.S. cities with considerable rail transit capacity and relatively
strong and high-density employment centers.6 5 It seems that the availability of mass
transit options just won’t get people out of
their cars.
Unconventional forms of transit (including privately owned transit companies) and a
host of commonsense transportation management approaches (including proper pricing) have received scant attention from
municipal authorities. Because those alterna-

tive types of transit are low cost (even when
subsidized), they lack the built-in pork-barrel
constituencies attached to rail projects.
Sprawl and Environmental Degradation
What are the environmental consequences of sprawl? Critics of sprawl offer a
long list of environmental concerns: some
critics emphasize the well-known problems
associated with common-property resources;
others stress the “finiteness” of resources and
embrace vague notions of “sustainability.”6 6
Those critics ignore the substantial stewardship inherent in asset ownership as well as
falling commodity prices.67 Evidence of the
long-term decline in natural resource prices
has been available for many years;6 8 however,
such evidence has not satisfied those who
rest their case on “finiteness” and continue to
ignore the accelerating rate of technological
change and its beneficial consequences.6 9
There are several responses to the environmentalist critiques of sprawl: (1) we have
already shown that the traffic consequences
of suburbanization are benign; (2) new fuel
mixes used in newer automobiles burn cleaner than previous mixes (“although total vehicle mileage more than doubled between 1970
and 1995, emissions of all auto-related pollutants declined”); 70and (3) trading arrangements for market-based emissions rights are
promising ways to improve the environment
at relatively low cost.7 1 Suburbanization does
not lead to increases in commuting times,
and, even in the absence of beneficial market
reforms, emissions per VMT are declining.
All the above factors suggest that attempts to
rebuild cities and lifestyles in the service of
the environment are not simply undesirable
but also unnecessary.
Some critics have argued that the growth
of suburbs imperils the nation’s food supply.
Those claims cannot be taken seriously. By
any measure, farmers today, requiring less
land to grow more crops, are more productive
than ever. That is why cropland use in the
United States peaked in 1930 and real food
prices continue to fall. The productivity
trends are so powerful that a land shortage is
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inconceivable. Unfortunately, public concern
over vanishing farmland seems impervious to
facts; the concern dates to the late 1960s, and
despite being discredited time and time again,
it continues to reemerge anew every decade or
so.72 Even if shortage of farmland were to
become a problem, land markets are always
available to allocate land to its highest and
best uses, even back to farmland if necessary.
The claim that individual farmers are
harmed by rising land values induced by outward development is also unfounded. Rising
asset values are generally viewed as a positive,
not negative, development for property owners. Indeed, there is evidence to suggest that
farmers are reaping the benefits of suburbanization.7 3
Urban expansion into “environmentally
sensitive areas” is another contentious issue.
Conservation groups and their supporters can,
of course, choose to buy and retire any parcel
(or its development rights if available) that they
want preserved. Public bodies can, given the
power of eminent domain at their disposal, do
the same even more easily. The challenge is to
identify the best areas for protection and to
raise the funds to purchase them.
While that approach is occasionally practiced, “greenline” advocates seek something
quite different: the imposition of easements
at the expense of property rights. That tactic
has three serious drawbacks: (1) it might violate constitutional safeguards against “takings”;7 4 (2) it attaches new uncertainties to
property ownership; and (3) it inevitably
results in the suboptimal use of land.

“Great Disruption,” as Francis Fukuyama
called these trends in social disorganization,
has occurred in all industrialized nations,
encompassing a wide variety of physical
urban forms and structures.7 6 Modernity is
complex, and urban sprawl is only one of its
manifestations.
Compact urban development is promoted not merely as a way to reduce automobile
use and create a demand for public transit—
“New Urbanism” is widely sold as a way to
foster close-knit communities and general
contentment. Yet no one knows the recipe
for good or bad community formation, let
alone an easy spatial fix. Nevertheless, Vice
President Al Gore’s criticism of sprawl articulates a widely shared view: “This kind of
uncoordinated growth means more than a
long drive to work. It means that working
families have to spend thousands of dollars a
year or more on transportation costs. . . . It
means mothers isolated with children far
from playmates, and older Americans stuck
in their homes alone.”7 7
We have already shown that alarmist
assertions of long commutes are widely off
the mark. The few people who do choose
longer commutes presumably have their reasons for doing so. Are many people alone and
stranded? Are there increasing numbers of
such people? Are they more likely to be isolated if they live in the suburbs? The answer
to those questions is a clear no.
There are few reliable data sources that
describe the nature of community in
America. We utilized travel information from
the NPTS data files. The broad NPTS trippurpose categories reveal that in 1995
approximately 20 percent of all person-trips
(all modes) were for commuting and otherwise work-related travel, another 20 percent
were for shopping, and most of the rest were
for personal and social purposes (Table 1). If
we count the 25 percent of person-trips that
are for “Social and Recreational” purposes
(including vacation, visiting friends and family, and other related trips), plus the 24 percent for “Other” for “Family and Personal”
trips, plus a small portion of the 9 percent for

Alienation, Community,
and Social Pathologies
Although today’s social problems—crime,
divorce, family disintegration, and illegitimate teenage pregnancy—have been well documented, the reasons for those problems are
not well understood. In recent years, some
people have decided that urban sprawl is the
source of those problems and smart growth
is the solution.75 Yet we also know that the
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Sprawl’s critics
presume that
people are consistently making
the “wrong”
choices and that
they have only
poor choices
from which to
select. Neither
proposition is
plausible.

“Civic, Educational, and Religious,” we find
that more than one-half of all person-trips are
for social and personal reasons. If shopping is
also considered a social activity, the proportion is much higher. We have shown that this
trend has continued since 1983, and that it is
associated with increasing affluence.7 8
Comparisons over a longer time span can
be made by looking at vehicle-trips over the
period 1969–95 (see Table 2). Work trips as a
share of all household vehicle-trips have
declined steadily.7 9 During the same period,
“Family and Personal” trips increased from
31 percent in 1969 to 50 percent in 1995.
Within that category, the share of shopping
vehicle-trips grew by 41 percent, from 15.3 to
21.6 percent, while the share of “Other” for
“Family and Personal” vehicle-trips increased
by 93 percent, from 14 to 27 percent. The
nation’s share of suburban residents continued to grow significantly, rising from 37 percent in 1970 to 46 percent in 1990.
If the critics of urban sprawl are right, we
could assume that (1) suburban residents
would take fewer social trips than would
nonsuburban residents and (2) the trips that
the suburban residents take would be longer.
Is that the case? The 1990 NPTS data can be
compiled by place of residence, whether or
not respondents lived inside an MSA, and, if
they did, whether they resided inside or outside central cities. Table 3 shows that, within
MSAs, households both inside and outside
central cities allocate their trip times and
mileage in approximately the same manner.
Accordingly, the available data do not support the alarming picture, painted by Al Gore
and others, of socially isolated suburbanites.
The critics, however, base their assertions not
on evidence but on anecdotes, which they use
to justify suggested sweeping policies to
impose drastic lifestyle changes.

Conclusion
Upward mobility is at the core of the
American Dream. In prosperous times, people are likely to “move on,” both spatially and
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socially. They leave behind old neighborhoods and networks. They choose the tradeoffs that they consider best for them—“maximizing their utility,” to use economic jargon.
Consider, for example, a recent survey
conducted by the Los Angeles Times. It was discovered that, of the 2,385 suburbanites interviewed by the newspaper, “the people who
live in the suburbs generally love their lives.
And the farther they get from Los Angeles,
the more they love them.”8 0 Sprawl’s critics
presume that people are consistently making
the “wrong” choices and that they have only
poor choices from which to select. Neither
proposition is plausible, and both evince a
disrespect (often bordering on contempt) for
the wishes of people whose tastes are not
shared by the anti-sprawl activists.
Two contemporary migrations are auspicious: (1) the migration to the outer suburbs,
exurbs, and rural areas (already discussed) and
(2) the migration to private communities
(homeowners’ associations, condominium
associations, and especially gated communities). In 1998 there were 205,000 neighborhood associations involving 42 million people;
there were only 500 of such associations in
1962 and just 10,000 in 1970.81 Such associations adopt the institutional arrangements
that internalize the costs of the collective decisions and minimize negative externalities.
Those types of associations are also likely to
include the amounts and the kinds of open
spaces that their member-residents want.
The two migrations are, of course, lamented (and scorned) by New Urbanists (although
several New Urbanist communities in practice adopt the private association format)
who never connect “livability” with the choices made by real people. The 10 fastest-growing U.S. cities between 1990 and 1996 (mentioned above) were all in the Sunbelt; were for
the most part suburban, low-density areas;
and reported comparatively low per capita
municipal expenditures.
Both types of migration can be characterized as people’s attempts to move out of
harm’s way and to secure their property
rights.8 2 It is ironic that the collectivists’ urg-

Notes

ings to increase regulation and diminish private property rights will only exacerbate the
migrations that they deplore. Suburbanization as a response to people’s preferences
(and technological change) is natural and
efficient. Policies (existing as well as proposed) that worsen the conditions that
“push” people out of the inner city are neither natural nor efficient.
The smart-growth platform relies on
“the romantic image of the benevolent and
capable state.”8 3 In the words of Nobel laureate James Buchanan, “The romance of
socialism, which is dependent both on an
idealized politics and a set of impossible
behavioral presuppositions, has not yet disappeared.”84 The romance of activist environmentalism coupled with the visions of
urban designers shift the discussion of the
harms of urban sprawl from fact to rhetoric
and emotion. To give an example, in his
well-known September 1998 talk at the
Brookings Institution, the vice president
praised Portland and its light-rail system,
saying that “it has attracted 40 percent of
all commuters.”8 5 Despite being wildly inaccurate, the vice president’s assertion has
been routinely repeated and usually passes
without challenge. In fact, all combined
transit in Portland serves only slightly more
than 5 percent of the workforce, and light
rail carries less than 15 percent of the transit total.8 6
Finally, the tradeoff between equity (no
matter how defined) and efficiency is
nowhere to be found in the discussions of
urban sprawl. Instead, we see a battery of policy instruments likely to make everyone, but
especially the poor, worse off. The most powerful antidote to poverty remains economic
development, not politicized changes in living arrangements. Smart-growth prescriptions weaken property rights and, as a result,
limit the power of markets to deliver growth.
Notably, the scarcities imposed by such prescriptions tend to be most injurious to those
in the lowest income brackets. In the final
analysis, “smart growth” is a solution in desperate search of a problem.
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